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Funding-Cluster BBnE ended in 2014
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BiBB´s assignments after the end of funding cluster BBnE: 
1. Implementation of the results of BBnE into Germany´s VET-system
2. Creation of a new funding guideline with reference to the new Global Action 
Programme on Education for sustainable Development (Start 2015)
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English translations and websites
1. Sustainable construction www.komzet-netzwerk-bau.de

2. Advanced training: expert of renewable energies 
and of energy efficiency www.fee.uni-oldenburg.de

3. Offshore-competence www.offshore-kompetenz.net

4. BEE-mobile www.bibb.de/bee-mobil

5. Sustainable careers in education within the 
chemical industry www.nachhaltige-berufsbildung.de

6. Framework of a curriculum for occupations in 
nutrition and housekeeping www.fh-muenster.de/bbne



BIBB`s activities after the end of funding-
cluster BBnE

• Four expert workshops were held in Bonn (BIBB) in 
2014. Participants:
– BIBB-Department model projects
– BIBB-Department VET-regulations
– Scientists involvend in BBnE
– Social Partners (employers´federation, trade unions)

• Analysis of VET-regulations (Bretschneider 2015):
– Which aspects of sustainability can already be found (before

actual implementation)?
– Recommendations how the implementation could be done

properly
• Scientific discourse paper (BIBB 2015)

(Draft version, not yet published)
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Definition sustainability

Living today not to the account
of tomorrow, operating
economically here not to the
account of elsewhere.
Social justice, ecological
compatability and economical
potential are equal objectives of
the principle of sustainable
development.
(BIBB 2015, p. 37)
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(v. Hauff, Kleine 2009, S. 119 f.)



Bretschneider (2015) on current VET-regulations I
• Implementation into framworks of job trainings of

apprentices varies. Sustainability is mentioned
explicitly, if profession is relatively new (since 2010), or
if profession is located within domains of environment
or installation engineering. Examples: 
– Breeding and care of horses,
– Agricultural laborant,
– Plumbing and heating installer.

• Framework of curricula of VET-schools: 
Sustainability is not mentioned explicitly, but there are
references to other categories of VET-education: 
– Corporate Social Responsability
– Participation-, system- and personal competence (seen as

aspects of general vocational action competence).
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Bretschneider (2015) on current VET-regulations II

• Standard occupational image environment
protection (as cross-sectional task) contains aspects of
sustainability, but it is not comprehensive enough.

• The two competence models relevant in VET, the
category of vocational action competence and the
german frame of qualifications, both contain some
aspects of sustainability but not all of them.

• There is an operationalization gap (Bretschneider 
2015, p. 53): Sustainability is a guiding principle in 
economy. But t is an unsolved challenge to operatio-
nalize this principle in a concrete and obligatory
manner if professional action on the job is concerned. 
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Possible starting points to establish BBnE in 
Germany`s VET-System (Kuhlmeier 2015)

1) A new standard occupational image called 
sustainability in performance on the job. 
(Berufsbildposition)

2) Frameworks of job training and frameworks of 
curricula (Ausbildungsordnungen und 
Rahmenlehrpläne in Berufsschule)

3) Integration of sustainability into the regulations or 
contents of final tests. (Abschlussprüfungen)

4) Integrating BBnE into the further education of training 
staff. (Weiterbildung)
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A new standard occupational image: sustainability 
in performance on the job (fictional text) 

a. To examine and to evaluate social, ecological and economical
aspects of professional work with perceptions of
contradictions and collisions of interests,

b. To take into account regional and global effects of personal 
professional work.

c. To consider future consequences, if things are produced and
services are rendered,

d. To use materials and energy in work processes and resulting
applications under criteria of sufficiency, efficiency and
contsistency.,

e. To think of life cycles of products and processes if fabrication
of products and rendering of services is concerned. 
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Framework of job training (real): 
Management Assistant in Tourism

Sustainability and environmental aspects in Tourism

a) To examine and to evaluate products and services under
criteria of sustainability
b) To identify effects of tourism on surroundings and on natural
ressources in possible travel destinations and to inform clients/ 
travellers accordingly
c) To consider opportunities of using environmentally compatible
ressources if the travel is scheduled
e) To inform travellers about specific programs of environment
protection in different branches or areas.
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Final exams: Fictional example

• Examination task of plasterers

• Select materials appropriate for an additional insulation
of a facade of a house designed for a single familiy! 

• Special consideration require all aspects of ressource
protection, energetic amortisation and disposal of waste! 
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Advanced training: (real example)
• Additional qualification aimed at management assistants and

industrial clerks. 
• „Fair trade consultant“

• „This modular advanced training offers apprentices to acquire
domain specific knowledge and consulting competences in the
areas of fair trade and sustainability. After that participants will 
be able to apply knowledge in concrete professional actions. 
This offer will be realized during regular phases at vocational
schools. Settings of learning are problem based with focus on 
action orientation“ (www.ausbildungPlus.de)
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